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 Mark Twain integrates dialogue into Huck Finn’s discussions with various characters, 
such as Tom Sawyer, Jim, etc. to develop the plot. Huck Finn lives an adventurous life, living 
with the widow, then Pap and currently Jim. The young boy communicates with his companions 
through dialogue. What a person says shows a lot about their personality and relationships with 
other characters. Specifically, dialogue is frequently used between Huck and Jim to display a 
trustworthy friendship. Numerous conversations continue the storyline while expanding view-
points. Mark Twain uses dialogue to start conversations among the characters, expressing differ-
ent opinions and offering information, helping Huck and Jim’s relationship build through learn-
ing from each other which influences the plot by providing a larger meaning to their adventures.  
 The use of dialogue helps spark conversations that add to the overall adventurous and 
friend-bonding mood. Instead of only describing events himself, Huck converses with his 
friends, as well. The exchange of stories and thoughts he has with his companions builds rela-
tionships. While living with Jim, Huck maintains a beneficial bond by discussing their personal 
thoughts. Such a connection is important to the plot since they must trust each other in order to 
survive the trouble of being escapees who try to hide from eager villagers desiring money. When 
the two first meet on Jackson’s island, they begin to gain trust: “‘Well, I believe you, Huck. I—I 
run off.’ ‘Jim!’ ‘But mind, you said you wouldn’ tell—you know you said you wouldn’ tell, 
Huck.’ ‘Well, I did. I said I wouldn’t, and I’ll stick to it…’” (45). Both know that they have to 
rely on each other in order to remain alive. Their dependence grows throughout their journey. 
With the dialogue, personal stories are shared, furthering Huck and Jim’s adventures through 
trust. 
 With dialogue, Mark Twain expresses multiple perspectives. Because the story is told 
through Huck Finn’s point of view, dialogue is needed to understand the feelings of other charac-
ters such as Jim. Through a character’s opinions, more can be discovered about their personality 
and beliefs. This gives insight on a character’s future actions in a storyline. At one point, Huck 
says to Jim, “‘Now you think it’s bad luck;…You said it was the worst bad luck in the world to 
touch a snake-skin with my hands. Well, here’s your bad luck! We’ve raked in all this truck and 
eight dollars besides. I wish we could have some bad luck like this every day, Jim.’ ‘…Mind I 
tell you, it’s a-comin’’ (54). Huck is careless and portrays a sarcastic character. Jim, on the other 
hand, is cautious about his actions to avoid any ‘bad luck’. He believes in fortunes, omens and 
‘evil’ signs. Huck learns from his mistake of teasing Jim with a dead rattlesnake and respects Jim 
as a result. Sharing their different opinions and views strengthens their friendship and gives a 
purpose to the adventures.  
 Huck and Jim continue to reinforce their friendly relationship by sharing personal stories 
that also relay information. While on Jackson’s island, Jim tells Huck why he ran off: ‘…I hear 
old missus tell de widder she gwyne to sell me down to Orleans, but she didn’ want to, but she 
could git eight hund’d dollars or me, en it ‘uz sich a big stack o’ money she couldn’ resis’’ (45). 
Additional knowledge of Jim’s background is received, letting Huck realize Jim’s racial and 
slavery-related history. Huck then understands Jim’s and other slaves’ lives in a more apprecia-



tive way. This influences Huck’s behavior around the villagers they encounter, modifying the 
storyline. Knowing more about each other provokes future events and allows Huck and Jim to 
develop loyalty which will affect their actions and decisions. Huck and Jim’s willingness to share 
information about themselves builds a dependable atmosphere which forms the center of their 
travels with each other.  
 The amount of dialogue among characters has an effect on their connection and later 
events. Less dialogue is spoken between Huck and Pap than between Huck and Jim. Therefore, 
Huck and Pap do not get along well, but Huck and Jim become friends in a short amount of time 
despite being different in lifestyle and perspectives. It is the relationships developed through dia-
logue and conversation that create the adventures for Huck. Without interaction with other char-
acters, the plot is stagnant. The stories, information and multiple perspectives construct the 
mountains and valleys of the story line. Huck’s connections further build a strong plot of adven-
ture and the life of a young child.


